Helps employers develop transportation strategies and connects them with service providers so employees get to work on time.

- Options for last-mile connections
- Shuttle services: from SEPTA to worksites
- Carpool programs, with no-cost employee incentives
- Vanpool programs, feasibility and logistics support
- Emergency Ride Home program
- Bike-to-Work programs and safety training
- Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies to reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality

"Connecting with the Partnership TMA was truly a blessing for our company. We were at a loss on where to start and who to contact for options that our company could use for our transportation needs. We reached out and not only were they very knowledgeable and friendly, they truly went out of their way to connect us with the professionals we needed to partner with to solve our transportation challenges."

- Chad Ewell
  North East Human Resources Division Manager,
  PSSI Food Safety Solutions
  February 2021

For more than a decade, The Partnership TMA has answered questions about transportation in Montgomery County, PA. Working in collaboration with both public and private partners, its mission is to Ease traffic congestion, Enhance transportation options, Educate and Engage the community on issues of land use, the environment, and healthy lifestyles.

Visit ptma-mc.org for more information.

Thank you to our community partners for their support